MODEL RELEASE & AGREEMENT
(Include a photocopy of your ID along with your photos)

For and in valuable consideration of my participation, paid or non-paid, as subject, performer, model, participant,
spectator, extra or member, irrevocably consent and grant all use permission to IXAmedia, and its company,
INSTIGATOR magazine located at 8205 Santa Monica Blvd., #1-280, West Hollywood, CA 90046-5977; its
employees, representatives, photographers, publishers, re-publishers, and other affiliated companies.
________
model’s initials

My image, which may take the form of print, photo, stills, positive or negative, multiple proofs, illustrations, video,
film, audio recording and/or other media not yet invented, be they original or copied, may and can be used for
publication, editorial, advertising, books, magazines, newspapers, motion pictures, videos, exhibits, displays,
conventions, or other public viewing not mentioned herein or not yet invented. ________ model’s initials
Permission is furthermore granted and given to IXAmedia, and its agents, representatives, successors or assigns and
to any persons or firms on whose behalf IXAmedia is acting, the absolute and unconditional right to copyright, use,
publish, display and reproduce in any manner whatsoever in color or otherwise images of me, in which parts of my face
or body appear, including, but not limited to the right to alter, adapt, modify or use a portion or portions of such
images or composite distortions of same alone or in conjunction with any other photographic, artistic, or written
material through any media of any kind or nature or any lawful purpose whatsoever, as IXAmedia, in absolute
discretion shall see fit. ________ model’s initials
I hereby waive the rights that I may have to inspect or approve the finished photographs, video taped images, or other
images, or any alterations, modifications, adaptations, distortions, composites or portions of the same, or any finished
advertisements, materials, copy or other matter which may be used in conjunction therewith. ________ model’s initials
I hereby release and discharge and agree to hold harmless IXAmedia, its agents, representatives, employees, successors
and assigns, and all persons of firms on whose behalf IXAmedia, is acting, from any liability whatever by the virtue
of any blurring, distortion, alterations, optical illusion, or use in composite form, whether intentional or otherwise, that
may occur or be produced in the taking, processing, reproduction, or publishing of said photographs, video tape, or
other images. ________ model’s initials
I realize that some images may portray me in certain lifestyle situations, either individually or with other individuals,
and may be used in alternative lifestyle, sexually explicit, or other publications. I hereby hold harmless IXAmedia,
and its agents for any assumptions made of my lifestyle as a result of the use of my image. ________ model’s initials
In the event of receiving any remuneration for my participation in this agreement, I understand that this is a one-time
remuneration fee or payment. I understand that at no time in the future can I expect or request any other fees or
payments for use, re-use, publication or re-publication of said image or images. I further understand that by the signing
of this Agreement, I am hereby giving IXAmedia, an absolute and unconditional right to use my image in perpetuity
and that I may not at any time in the future claim that I did not have knowledge of these terms. In fact, I have been
advised of my right to present this Agreement to an attorney of my choosing before signing it. ________ model’s initials
I hereby warrant that I have read this entire agreement and that I that I am of full legal age, 18 years of age or older, and
have every right to contract in my own name in the above regard. I further affirm that I am not now under the influence
of any drugs, alcohol or mind altering chemicals or substances that would prevent me from making a clear decision to
sign this Agreement and that I have signed it without any undue influence or coercion from anyone and have shown
proof of legal age at the entrance upon check in. ________ model’s initials
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY-NO PUBLIC ACCESS TO THIS INFORMATION
LEGAL NAME________________________________________

PROFESSIONAL NAME__________________________________

ADDRESS __________________________________________

PHOTOGRAPHER _____________________________________

____________________________________________

PHOTO DATE _______________________________________
___

____________________________________________

SSN/DriversLIC/or Passport # ______________________________

PHONE ____________________________________________
SIGNATURE

DATE _________________________________________________

_________________________________________
FILING CODE (office use only)

___________________

